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Truism

Finally an end to primitive camping. Living in extraordinarily wretched conditions. I have become a different person. He spoke, most recently.

Every street tells a story. Of facades bursting with memories. It’s a bit of a mess. That yellowed stucco at the front. In the shade of a smoker's

denture.

View

A sun-drenched patchwork looms in the deep valley. From old farmland to the horizon. Miles beyond the ocean a threatening depression

arises. Aljezur nestles in the steep slopes.

It can be seen from afar. An ancient castle ruin stands on the hilltop. A dazzling panorama appears from above. Unobstructed views three

hundred and sixty degrees around. The eye glides over the slopes.

From the Monchique, a rising and falling landscape. Continuing all the way to Portugal's beautiful west coast. Standing out behind me, far in

the distance. At the very tip of the horizon.
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Living suffering

As soon as it rains, a lot of it falls at once. Immediately visible on the facades. Countless traces of humidity and precipitation. Logically, houses

built primarily against the heat. Poorly resistant to rain or cold.

Central heating is not commonplace. Just as little as home insulation or double glazing. Necessary maintenance usually a stepchild. Too often

a gaping hole, here or there. Through a collapsed roof or broken windows.

For convenience, boarded up. As a result, sometimes colder inside than outside. In uninhabited state? Calculated by Dutch standards. Nevio

did manage with it. For years in a row, in that desolate ruin.

Uncomfortable

Without properly functioning sanitary facilities. Slightly better housed later. Living in a bare room. Still miserable and moreover all alone.

Until grandma Rita could no longer stand it.

Taking care of Nevio. She now watches over him. Like a true mother hen. Sweet. He feels like a king. In the meantime in his comfortable

house. Fully equipped. Grandma Rita's second home. Where he can live in for a shot.

Strange, well no. Not if you know grandma Rita. An example of unparalleled humanity. Great for Nevio, who doesn't earn a lot of money.

Living from a sparse Portuguese pension.
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Cugumelos

A dying breed nowadays. You don't find them anymore. People like him. Almost satisfied with nothing. Without grumbling or being pathetic.

Not exactly current. Almost a lifetime without luxury, glitter or glamor.

On the roof terrace of his new home. Working on the heating of the outdoor fireplace. To pamper his guests. With a self-prepared meal. From

Púcaras, that's their name. Typical Alentejian edible mushrooms.

Detected and found where they grow. In their natural environment of course. Very personal by Nevio. A man with expertise in this field. It

seems to be a real treat. Prepared in Portuguese style.

Served with eggs, sausage and pork. The large parasol fungus (Macrolepiota procera). Synonymous, according to Wikipedia, for this boletus,

fungus or spore. The mushroom is more commonly known to us.

Strolling

Food for uncontrollable jumps of thought. Back to recently walking in Aljezur. Wandering through the ribbon village. Filled with dilapidated

houses. They seem to be carelessly scattered over three hills.

Brotherly next to beautifully restored frontages. In narrow streets that offer surprising vistas. Wonderful luxury anonymity. Side by side with

pure necessity. All that wealth in sharp contrast, but often so characterless.

A setting sun behind the mountain top. The sky that changes color to the shade of peaches. Oh well Portugal, beautiful and always special.

About which much can be said or written. Preferably not in the category of a “truism".
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